PIEOUG Meeting May 9, 2019

 Nonprofit organization comprised of consumer advocate offices throughout
the PJM region.
 65 million consumers in 13 states and DC – total costs related to PJM for these consumers is
almost $40 billion.

 The Goal of CAPS:
 Promote policies supporting affordable and reliable electricity service.

 CAPS Operating Principles:
 Ensure members are informed on PJM policies and initiatives.
 Contribute meaningfully to the PJM stakeholder process.
 Maintain an open dialogue with PJM Board, staff, and stakeholders.

 How CAPS Works:
 Executive Director represents advocate offices and interests in the PJM stakeholder process.
 Advocates participate directly and member offices vote independently on policies and PJM
proposals.
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 The Vision:
 Assurance of competitive behavior and competitive results in wholesale electricity markets.
 Clear, quantifiable objectives for market changes.
 Consideration of price impacts on end-use customers.

 The Challenges:
 Rapid pace of constant change across markets.
 Planning models producing unpredictable results.
 Transmission projects with limited scrutiny but high costs.

 The Questions:
 Which initiatives get priority: Consumer priorities on demand response/transmission costs
versus others.
 Resources and analysis: Ongoing drive to obtain costs and scenario information.
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 Strong voting participation at the MRC/MC
 Developing proposals at all levels of the stakeholder process
 Working with all sectors to gain perspective and common understanding
 Suggesting opportunities to make the PJM stakeholder process as effective
and efficient as possible

 Taking advantage of PJM’s expertise and accessibility
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CFTC Exemption Order of FTR Oversight: Conditions & Limitations
 Each of the market transactions exempted is monitored by Market Monitoring Units
responsible to either FERC or ERCOT
 Not exempted are anti-fraud, anti-manipulation authority of CFTC
 The company’s default on FTR payments imposed tens of millions of dollars of costs on
market participants (costs passed along to consumers).

The Advocates are actively engaged with the initiatives moving forward
 Getting the oversight component right is critical going forward
 Prioritizing all of the moving pieces will be a challenge
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Statistics from February 2019 TEAC:
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Q - Ali Agha (Analyst)

Q - Charles Fishman (Analyst)

I realize your CapEx goes out to just 2021, are you even
thinking about an energizing the Future Phase 3?
A - Chuck Jones (FirstEnergy Corp CEO)
Well, I think I’ve said before, we have $20 billion of
transmission projects that our team has already identified
that they believe need to be done. And so given that need, I
would expect it it's going to continue to be something we
focus on for the foreseeable future. So, while I’m not telling
you what our CapEx plan is. I think my expectations it’s
going to be in that range for quite some time.

- Earnings call transcript (April 24, 2019)

I got you. Final question, Brian, on the transmission
front, you put out a very strong growth outlook to 2021
very specifically. As you look out beyond that, at least
through ’23 since your capex budget goes out that
many years, are you looking at a similar kind of growth
over the ’22, ’23 period, or does it taper off? How are
you looking at that transmission growth?
A - Brian Tierney (American Electric Power CFO)
No, we see our ability to continue to grow investment in
that space for the foreseeable future. One of the things
when you have the largest transmission system in the
country, you have the largest aging transmission system
in the country, so there’s significant opportunity for us
to continue to invest in our own assets, and then there’s
also significant developments that we need to do on
cyber and security and other efforts, where we’re just
beginning to see the front end of that significant
increase in spend.

- Earnings Call transcript (April 25, 2019)
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 CAPS hired a consultant to evaluate, among other things, the oversight of
Supplemental projects.
 Consumer advocates have actively participated in Stakeholder processes.
 Conclusions:
 PJM states it does not have jurisdiction over Supplemental projects.
 Federal oversight is inadequate.
 Little or no oversight is vested in many of the PJM states.
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 PJM on Transmission Benefits:
 “While supplemental projects have a range of
drivers, they all improve the TOs’ ability to
provide reliable service to their customers and
enhance system reliability.” (emphasis added)
 “PJM remains committed to facilitating the
process by which stakeholders are able to
review the need for these projects to ensure
transparency consistent with FERC
requirements.” (emphasis added)


The Benefits of the PJM Transmission System, PJM
Interconnection, April 16, 2019, at 14.
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 Follow the money!
 The substantial size of the Supplemental “slice” justifies more PJM involvement.
 Move past the “FERC did it” reaction to allow meaningful discussion on the merits.

 As the “owner” of the transmission models, PJM needs to ensure that
Supplemental projects that might never be built don’t affect Baseline
projects.
 PJM needs to ensure transparency.
 As “facilitator” for Supplemental projects, PJM needs to ensure that TOs are providing all
information required by FERC – including sufficient information and data to allow their
analyses to be replicated.
 Where Baseline and Supplemental projects “interact”, PJM needs to ensure that
Stakeholders are privy, in one form or another, to discussions between PJM and the TOs –
including identification of instances, if any, where PJM disagrees with a TOs decision to
build a Supplemental project.
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 CAPS members appreciate the expertise PJM brings to bear on Baseline
Projects.
 CAPS members are encouraged by PJM’s development of a comparative
cost framework and expertise to use it.
 Revised templates provide transparency and enable cost-risk analysis.
 PJM should differentiate between cost estimates and cost caps – who is in the best
position to mitigate risk.
 Expand consideration to include ROE and/or capital structure commitments voluntarily
offered while preserving FERC’s ratemaking authority.

 PJM has observed that the spend on projects exposed to competition is a very
small relative to the spend on projects not exposed to competition.
 PJM goes to great lengths to ensure its markets are competitive.
 Same effort should be focused on the exploration of “structural” fixes to maximize
competition in transmission.
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 Challenge to PJM:
 Bring competition to transmission just like there is in markets.
 Leverage PJM expertise to fullest extent possible.
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 PJM is taking on significant changes in both its energy and capacity markets
 Total redesign of both the capacity market and energy reserve markets in the past two years.
 Significant additional changes through fast-start and quadrennial review.
 Other reforms to DER, Storage Resources, Black Start Resources, and Fuel Cost Policy.
 Fuel security initiative may encompass both energy and capacity market changes.

 Little guidance from FERC
 Understand the frustration with the pace of FERC action but PJM is moving ahead with new
proposals without Commission guidance on past proposals.

 What is the rush?
 Adequate stakeholder review is not just a courtesy, but ensures the impacts of changes are fully
vetted and lessens the chances of design flaws.
 The rush to complete is especially frustrating when PJM has not provided requested data or
modeling or allowed other parties adequate time to review that data.
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 Is PJM fully considering the potential outcomes of each proposal or how
various work efforts interact?
 Evidence suggests that it is not.
 Lack of transition mechanism in reserve proposal.
 New modeling from IMM casts doubt on reserve pricing costs and benefits.

 Work efforts cannot be siloed into discrete projects
 Failure to account for the interplay between markets will result in inefficient products,
duplicative efforts, and consumers paying twice.

 For consumers the impact is cumulative
 Costs are always important for consumer advocates, but they should also be important to
PJM.
 PJM has an obligation to be honest and transparent about the potential costs of any
initiative at the beginning and throughout the stakeholder process.
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 PJM, and especially the Board, has a responsibility to develop an
overarching objective and roadmap for the markets
 What should be the goal of PJM’s markets? What defines success?
 Reliability is important, but reliability at any cost is not successful management of the
markets.
 How should the work efforts of different stakeholder initiatives be coordinated?

 Strategic Planning Committee
 Composed of representatives from the Board and each stakeholder sector.
 Would meet periodically (4 -6 times/year) to provide both a strategic framework and
guidance to stakeholder work initiatives.

 Would ensure that work initiatives complement each other with a focus on the
cumulative impact on the markets and consumers.
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Energy Price Formation and Cost information
 Cost is a critical component for advocates
 Transparency and Communication starts with PJM



Engagement with Stakeholders





PJM is “Quasi-regulatory” role
Member driven
Attend Stakeholder meetings
More open discussions/discourage ex-parte discussions
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PJM Whitepaper



The Problem Statement



Goals of Initiative
 Clear identification and articulation of the risks being addressed and the consequences of
those risks.
 Clear connection between proposals and the risks being addressed.



Needs:
 Coordination with state planning processes.
 Sharing of scenarios and assessment of risks, including probability of events and costs.
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 Define:
 The Problems
 The Objectives
 The Urgency (including in comparison to other initiatives)


Quantify/Address Consumer Impacts
 Cost is vital – particularly, on overlapping matters.
 Cost impacts are difficult to evaluate for so many moving pieces –
difficult to provide.
 Load pays – consumers must know the cost.
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Delaware Division of the Public Advocate





Office of the People's Counsel of the
District of Columbia

Public Staff – North Carolina Utilities
Commission



North Carolina Office of Attorney General



Illinois Citizens Utility Board



Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel



Illinois Office of Attorney General





Indiana Office of Utility Consumer
Counselor

Pennsylvania Office of Consumer
Advocate



Consumer Advocate & Protection
Division, Tennessee
Office of the Attorney General



Virginia Office of Attorney General



West Virginia Consumer Advocate
Division



Office of Rate Intervention, Kentucky
Office of the Attorney General



Maryland Office of People's Counsel



Michigan Department of Attorney
General



New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel
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